OEM Integration Made Simple
Lexus has approved Autosoft’s DMS for integration with its Dealer Daily
communications system. Improve operational efficiencies with significant time
savings and error reductions.

F&I/Sales Integrations

Accounting Integrations

	Retail Delivery Reporting (RDR) and Credit Contract Updates:
Autosoft DMS automatically transmits RDR messages to Lexus.
When you sell GAP, Life, A&H, or EWU (Wear Care, Smart Lease
Protection, or Environmental Protection) on any deal, a credit
contract is automatically submitted with the RDR.

	Vehicle Inventory Adjustments: Lexus sends daily inventory
adjustments to Autosoft DMS for both new and used vehicles, and your
DMS sends updates to Lexus as changes are made to vehicle records,
including when a stock number is assigned to a VIN for a new vehicle
or information is updated for used vehicles.

	Customer Updates: Autosoft DMS sends notifications to Lexus
whenever you add or edit customer information.

	Financial Statements: Autosoft DMS enables you to generate a
monthly financial statement to be transmitted directly to Lexus.

Parts Integrations

Service Integrations

	Parts Inventory: Autosoft DMS sends daily and monthly parts
inventory updates to Lexus, which includes a full report of the
entire parts inventory.

	Repair Orders (RO) and Special Service Campaigns: While
scheduling an appointment or creating an RO, you’ll receive
notifications of special service campaigns. You can then pull
open service campaigns to the RO, and Autosoft DMS will write
the repair. The RO is transmitted directly to Lexus when it is
closed.

	Parts Master: Autosoft DMS will automatically load the Parts
Master received from Lexus, making the information readily
available in your DMS to ensure you have accurate parts data.
Parts Order, Parts Shipper, and Parts Return: You can submit parts
orders generated in Autosoft DMS directly to Lexus. You can
also view shipper data for the parts orders and submit parts
returns, helping the Parts Department more effectively manage its
inventory.
	Dealer Stocking Guide and Automatic Stock Replenishment: Lexus
provides dealer stocking guides (DSG) twice a year to help you
meet the required stocking levels for certain parts and ensure
high availability and service levels. Based on these guides and
your inventory, Lexus will provide automatic stock return files for
processing.

	Op Code Labor Guide: Operation code data provided by Lexus is
loaded into Autosoft DMS to ensure that you are able to pull the
appropriate op code data on repair orders to increase efficiency
when processing warranty repairs.
	National Service History: View customer information, vehicle
details, ROs, service agreements, and special service campaign
information for a customer or vehicle right in Autosoft DMS.

“ This integration between Lexus and its dealers is part of our continued commitment to bring
innovative technologies to market that help our customers work more effectively. ”
— Bryce Veon, President & CEO, Autosoft
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